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Banerji-Sastri, A.—Sources of Indian History. From 319
after Chr., the beginning of the Bailabhi and of the later
Gupta Dynasty, till the beginnings of the Muhammadan
conquests of India. JBORS. XXVII, pp. 131-186. [1380
Translated with notes from the .original German of Lassen's Indische
'AltertJmmskitnde (1858).
Barua, B. M.—[Pre-Buddhist India] by Ratilal N. Mehta,
Bombay, 1939. See ABIHL II, No. 262.	[1381
"A work which is so informative and characterised throughout by
so dispassionate a scientific spirit cannot but be a welcome addition
to our present stock of knowledge of Ancient India of which we are
all proud, and cannot but serve as a notable book of reference."
1C. VIII, p. 123.
Basu, K. K.—More Light on the Family of Vizir Ali.
JBOBS. XXVII, pp. 416-430.	[1382
On the flight of Vazir Ali and  his subsequent  capture  and impri-
sonment,  his  family and  children  passed  their  days  at   Benares in
strict surveillance and as stipendaries of the  East India  Company.
- The writer  details the  surveillance and the allowances made to the
various members of the family.
Bhatanagar, 0. P.—Warren Hastings as a Plaintiff. In
No. 1222, pp. 80-81.	[1383
Points out the number of cases under common law and equity in
the original side of the High Court, in which Warren Hastings
figured.
Bhattasali, N. K.—Antiquity of the Lower Ganges and its
Courses. SC. VII, pp. 233-239, 2 maps.	[1384
Borisov, A.—On the Meaning of the Term Na'us, (Russian
text). TOSHM. Ill, pp. 301-311.	[1385
In connection with the study of the ossuaria (astudans), explains
that na'us; "tomb", was the "term of a Christian origin, which became
acclimatised in Arabia. Therefore the Arabs wrongly applied it to
Zoroastrian astudns. The Zoroastrians themselves apparently never
used it.
Borooah, Ohandradhar—The Negriring Temple. JABS. VIII,
Ft. 1, pp. 9-13.	[1386
Describes the'temple and gives the traditional origin.

